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Remote Control Drone
HP Sprocket 2nd Edition Instant
Photo Printer

Remote Control Drone with Camera and GPS includes all of the 
features of a professional drone. Plus you are able to fly the 
drone from any smartphone. This allows you to take great aerial 
videos or photos from the HD 720P camera. With the GPS 
function activated the drone can return to its take o� point with 
a simple push of the button. 

This drone also features a "follow-me" function that will follow 
your movement. The flight time is 10 minutes on a single 
charge. The drone is capable of flying up to 984ft. from the 
user. Assembly required.

Print pictures from your smartphone with this HP Sprocket 2nd 
Edition Instant photo printer. The compact chassis fits in your 
pocket and features advanced Bluetooth connectivity so you 
and your friends can quickly and easily print pictures from your 
smartphones. This HP Sprocket 2nd Edition Instant photo 
printer lets you know whose picture is printing with personal-
ized lights.

Size: 4.63 " x 3.15 " x 0.98 "

Moleskine Smart Writing Set

Ncoded technology allows the Pen+ Ellipse smart pen to 
recognize where it is in the Paper Tablet and capture each 
stroke as you capture your thoughts

The app smoothly transfers your freehand notes from page to 
screen in real time, giving you the possibility to digitize text, 
edit, organize, share and bring your ideas to life.

What comes in the box: Paper Tablet with special paper 
designed to work with Pen+ Ellipse smart pen in ruled layout, 
USB cable for Pen+ Ellipse smart pen recharging, 1 pen tip ink 
refill, user manual and the history of Moleskine inside

Moleskine Notes app is compatible with iOS as well as Android 
devices and can be downloaded for free from the App Store™ 
or Google Play™



Pelican™ Dayventure Cooler Sling

Water-Resistant and Tear-Proof 
Outer Shell

8.5 Liter Capacity Holds 4 Wine 
Bottles or 12 Cans

Compression Molded Base
for Increased

Structure and Durability

Wide Opening for
Easy Access

All Day Ice Retention & 
Leak-Resistant Zipper

Zippered Pocket for
Additional Storage

Carry Handle

Padded Removable
Shoulder Strap

20 quart Pelican™ Elite coolers perform to the highest of 
standards — better and tougher than any other cold locker or 
icebox. Pelican Products has protected defense, emergency 
and scientific expedition equipment through some of the 
harshest conditions on Earth since 1976. Extreme insulation 
keeps ice for up to three days. Tall design will hold 15 cans or 
four wine bottles upright. The molded-in lock hasp keeps your 
contents secure and has an integrated bottle opener. It also 
features an easy carry handle and four molded-in can holders. 
It is made in the USA and o�ers a lifetime guarantee.

Water-Resistant Outer Shell

YKK Zippers w/ Rubber Coated Zipper Pulls

Reflective PELICAN Logos

Protective Laptop Pocket (up to 17")

Padded Carry Handles

40 Liter Capacity

Molded Impact Zones on Bottom Corners
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Harman Kardon Citation ONE Speaker

Pelican Elite 20Qt Cooler Pelican™ Mobile Protect 40L Hybrid Du�el

Citation ONE blends innovation in home audio entertainment 
with a sophisticated and beautiful design. The premium 
blended wool fabric, made by Kvadrat, is dirt repellent and 
flame retardant. Citation is the ultimate expression and is the 
worlds first truly premium product of its kind. Music everywhere 
- The Citation ONE delivers multi-room capability by adding 
additional Citation speakers to create the ultimate whole house 
audio experience.

Size: 5.5L" x 5.5W" x 7.4H"



Get help from your voice assistant - Play your favorite playlist, 
text your friend, check the weather and much more by simply 
tapping the ear cup to activate the Google voice assistant or 
Amazon Alexa. 

A touch of the Ambient Aware 
button increases the ambient 
sound and lets you hear what’s 
happening around you. 

The TalkThru mode drops the 
music level down, allowing you to 
talk to your friends without 
removing your headphones.

30 Hours Battery Life | 2 Hours 
Recharging Time 

15 minutes charging for 2 hours 
playtime.

Detachable cable with remote & 
microphone.

Deep bass - Enhance the drama of a tense thriller, feel the roar 
of your team or sit back with your latest album. The JBL Bar 2.0 
All-in-One really is all-in-one, with deep bass for your movies 
and music.

Surround yourself with sound - JBL Surround Sound instantly 
brings movies, sports and music to life. Upgrade to an immer-
sive sound experience for your TV without any extra wires or 
speakers.

Visit the movies, from your sofa - Get the popcorn ready. 
Built-in Dolby Digital gives you an authentic cinematic experi-
ence right in your home.

Superlative sound reproduction comes together in a truly 
wireless headset designed to elevate the act of traveling. 
Sleek, head-turning design incorporates a premium, stitched 
leather, stainless steel body & sliders. Ear-cup mounted 
sensors for easy-access, touch-sensitive control. Instant access 
to remote functions are as close as your ear-cup controls, 
which operate by mere touch & dash the ultimate in simplified 
control and total convenience. 30mm driver and neo-transduc-
ers deliver refined sound quality across all frequencies.

Harman Kardon Soho Wireless Headphones
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JBL Live Wireless Over Ear

The Skullcandy Venue Active Noise Cancellation Bluetooth 
Headphones feature over twenty four hours of playback time! 
When the Venue Active Noise Cancellation Bluetooth Head-
phones are not in use, they can be charged in 10 minutes to 
provide five hours of playback time. Active Noise Cancellation 
can be turned on with a press of a button to block out 
surrounding sounds. Besides controlling the Active Noise 
Cancellation the Venue Bluetooth Headphones include built in 
music controls to control to volume, track, answer/reject calls.

Included is a premium traveling case, 47” Micro USB

Charging Cable. 3.5mm Aux Cable.

Skullcandy Venue ANC 
Bluetooth Headphones

JBL Bar 2.0 All-in-one Compact 2.0
Channel Soundbar



Kenneth Cole® Colombian Leather
22" Du�el

Large main compartment includes multiple zippered interior 
organizer pockets. Quick access front and back pockets. 
Padded removable shoulder strap. Includes genuine full 
grain leather identification tag. Includes signature Kenneth 
Cole® hardware and lining.

Size: 10" H X 22" W X 12" D

A business travel essential for the modern professional, this 
hardworking satchel is crafted out of durable ballistic nylon and 
built to withstand whatever comes its way. Its roomy interior 
makes it the perfect short trip or weekend bag. Zipper opening 
to main compartment, Front pocket with hidden zipper handles, 
Detatchable/Adjustable padded shoulder strap, Webbing carry 
top handles & 1 Front open pocket, Nylon strap to add over 
wheeled

Size: 12" L x 18" W x 8.5" H

Tumi Corporate Weekender Du�el

Constructed of premium ripstop material for lasting durability

Four multi-directional spinner wheels allow 360 upright rolling so 
there is no weight on your arm

Laptop compartment protects and holds up to a 15.6" laptop

Quick change back panel technology allows for a quick access to 
padded, adjustable backpack straps

Size: 13"L x 20"H x 11"W

A commuter essential for the modern professional, this 
well-appointed messenger bag is crafted out of durable ballistic 
nylon and built to withstand whatever comes its way. Its 
thoughtful design includes cleverly positioned pockets for all of 
your business accessories, and the main compartment fits both 
work essentials and your gym clothes. 

Front pocket with hidden zipper, Ballistic top carry handle,1 
Side open pocket & 4 Zipper pockets, Nylon strap to add over 
wheeled handles

Size: 12.5" L x 15" W x 2.75" H
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Tumi Corporate Collection Messenger

Samsonite MVS Spinner Backpack



A commuter essential for the modern professional, this smart 
backpack is crafted out of durable ballistic nylon and built to 
withstand whatever comes its way. Its thoughtful design 
includes cleverly positioned pockets for all of your business 
accessories, with a main compartment that accommodates your 
laptop, iPad, and files.

Features

• Zipper opening to main compartment

• Front pocket with hidden zipper

• Ballistic top carry handle

• 2 side open pockets & 2 front U-zipper pockets

• Nylon strap to add over wheeled handles

Product Size: 17.5" L x 12" W x 8" H

Tumi Corporate Collection Backpack
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Samsonite Kombi Large Backpack

A business collection engineered to fit a busy lifestyle
Made of rugged ballistic nylon with genuine leather details
• Padded laptop compartment fits up to 15.6" laptop
• Tablet pocket (fits up to a 10" tablet) SmartSleeve™ slides over upright 
handles for easy mobility
• Business organization features include key fob and multiple pockets for 
organization
• Performance mesh shoulder pads and air mesh padded back
• Padded top handle for a comfortable carry option
• Size: 17.5"L x 12"H x 7"W



Tailgate Cornhole Set

Tailgate Cornhole Set includes two 2ft by 3ft scoring 
platforms and 2 sets of 4 throwing bags.  The scoring 
platform is all wood, the landing surface is 1/4″ MDF which 
sits on a frame constructed of 1in by 2in pine wood. 

The throwing bags are 6 in by 6 in duck cloth and filled
with 10 oz of whole corn, synthetic filler also available. 

Popular Giant Fast Four game is top-notch fun and perfect for 
events. It boasts an all-wood construction and is suited for both 
indoor and outdoor use, and even disassembles for easy 
transport with a carry bag!

Giant Fast 4 Game

The ultimate tailgating cooler and propane barbecue set in one! 
Features a PVC cooler that conveniently nests inside the compart-
ment that houses the portable propane BBQ. The tote can carry 
the BBQ and a fully-loaded cooler at the same time! Large 
insulated and fully-removable, water-resistant cooler that 
measures 16 x 8 x 7″ and holds up to 24 12-oz soda cans. Unzip 
the cooler from the main tote to access the portable propane 
barbecue grill that’s included. The Vulcan also features an 
adjustable shoulder strap with comfort pad, a reinforced water-
proof base. Don’t be caught without the Vulcan at your next 
tailgating party!

All the fun of the Classic Jenga® brand game, but GIANT!  Get 
ready for bigger build-ups and bigger crashes, whether you're 
in your own backyard, at a park, or on holiday.

It's a Game!  It's a Sport!  Fun to Play!  Exciting to Watch!

Jenga® GIANT™: The classic Jenga® game, but MUCH BIGGER!
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Jenga Giant

Vulcan All in One BBQ Grill



Stay active while seated with this OSP active height stool. The 
design encourages postural movement and engages core 
muscles to strengthen your back and encourage good posture. 
This OSP active height stool has a nonslip base that ensures 
stability and a lightweight design that o�ers easy portability so 
you can move it around your o�ce.
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Active Height Stool - Fabric Ottoman

Included in the box: Keurig k mini plus 
single serve co�ee maker with pod 
storage unit that fits in your brewer 
and can hold upto 9 k cup pods

Fast & fresh brewed: Co�ee made in 
minutes

Pod storage: Holds 9 k cup pods and 
fits in your brewer for ultimate 
portability and saves counter space

Cord storage: For easy transport and 
tidy countertops

Travel mug friendly: Removable drip 
tray accommodates travel mugs upto 
7.0 inches tall and holds a full acciden-
tal brew for easy cleanup

Energy e�cient: Auto o� feature turns 
o� your co�ee maker 90 seconds 
after your last brew, helping to save 
energy

Compatible with the my k-cup 

K-Mini Plus Single Serve Co�ee Maker

Compute, read or work comfortably using this Uncaged 
Ergonomics WorkEZ Executive weeB portable desk that 
features a foldable design that lets you use the desk over 
your lap or on a flat surface for versatile use.

Stand Up Desk Converter

Your Basic Bundle comes ready to use right away with 4 
specially designed high-durability Gorilla Bands that give you 
up to 110lbs. of tension. Plus, you get access to a large library of 
free workout videos designed to tone and build all your major 
muscle groups. May be delivered in multiple shipments.

Gorilla Bow Basic Bundle



Elevate your day with the Fitbit Versa 2™ premium 
health & fitness smartwatch—includes Amazon Alexa 
Built-in, new sleep tools, fitness features, apps and 
more

• Hi-Res Color Touchscreen

• Always-On Display Mode 

• Amazon Alexa Built-In 

• Syncs Wirelessly 

• 6+ Day Battery Life 

• Connect with Wireless Headphones 

• Store & Play Music 

• App Dashboard 

• Sleep Mode 

• Payments

Fitbit Watch Versa 2
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Apple Airpods with Wireless Charging Case

The new AirPods — complete with Wireless Charging Case — 
deliver the wireless headphone experience, reimagined. Just pull 
them out of the case and they’re ready to use with your iPhone, 
Apple Watch, iPad, or Mac.
After a simple one-tap setup, AirPods work like magic. They’re 
automatically on and always connected. AirPods can even sense 
when they’re in your ears and pause when you take them out.
• Automatically on, automatically connected
• Easy setup for all your Apple devices6
• Quick access to Siri by saying “Hey Siri” or setting up double-tap
• Double-tap to play or skip forward
• Charges quickly in the case
• Case can be charged either wirelessly using a Qi-compatible
 charging mat or with the Lightning connector
• Rich, high-quality audio and voice
• Seamless switching between devices


